Biomechanics and allometric scaling in primate locomotion and morphology.
Body size has a dominant influence on locomotor performance and the morphology of the locomotor apparatus. In locomotion under the influence of gravity, body mass acts as weight force and is a mechanical variable. Accordingly, the application of biomechanical principles and methods allows a functional understanding of scaling effects in locomotion. This is demonstrated here using leaping primates as an example. With increasing body size, the decreasing ratio of muscle force available for acceleration during takeoff to the body mass that has to be accelerated dictates both the movement pattern and the proportions of the hindlimbs. In an arm-swinging movement, the long, heavy arms of the large-bodied leapers are effectively used to gain additional momentum. A new perspective on decreasing size identifies the absolutely small acceleration distance and time available for propulsion as factors limiting leaping distance and extensively determining locomotor behavior and body proportions. As the mechanical constraints differ according to body size for a given mode of locomotion, a typological approach to morphology in relation to locomotor category is ruled out. Across locomotor categories, dynamic similarity (sensu Alexander) can be expected if the propulsive mechanisms as well as the selective pressures acting upon locomotion are the same.